of production. It is thus that we find in the visual and linguistic forms of Jeffersonian science that we find the deep structure of American federalism as a species of empire. As early as 1786, Jefferson himself had described the thirteen former colonies as a "nest" from which the entire continent would be peopled. By the mid-1780s, emigration west (to Kentucky and Ohio in particular) had raised fears that the confederation was growing too fast and would simply fragment as its political authority extended over too great an area. In the following passage, Jefferson tries to counter these fears by figuring the Anglo-American emigration to Kentucky as natural extensions of a national "nest" through a peaceful diffusion of settlement comparable to a migration of birds:
Our present federal limits are not too large for good government, nor will the increase of votes in Congress produce any ill effect.... Our confederacy must be viewed as the nest from which all America, North and South is to be peopled. We should take care not to think it for the interest of that great continent to press too soon on the Spaniards. Those countries cannot be in better hands. My fear is that they are too feeble to hold them till our population can be sufficiently advanced to gain it from them piece by piece.3
Here, bird migration is a metaphor for the peaceful and gradual replacement of a "feeble" Spanish empire by settlers moving west in the form, presumably, of Anglo-American freeholders or husbandmen. Together with his idealized yeoman farmer, Jefferson's metaphor of the former colonies as a nest is his most telling figure for territorial expansion. The nest not only harmonizes a familial subject with agricultural production; it also naturalizes the grid of property formation. Jefferson's husbandman was always an agent of expansion; as Jefferson himself put it, "we have an immensity of land courting the industry of the husbandman."4 But, as the metaphor of the nest implies, the establishment of (this state of) cultivation depended not merely upon the mobility of AngloAmerican farmers but also upon the containment and rationalization of their labor by art and science. Here, where agrarian political economy is figured by the nest, cultivation becomes acculturation, and the family circle of Jeffersonian fantasy is revealed as a device for the containment as well as the diffusion of productive labor.
It is this metaphor of the nest-of union as a phenomenon of production and its migratory reproduction-that Alexander Wilson's bird books carry to its logical republican extension. Hauling his sample volume of American Ornithology from city to city, from settlement to settlement, in search of new subscribers and new bird specimens, Wilson traveled through virtually every city "from the shores of St. Laurence, to the mouths of the Mississippi," from the Atlantic ocean to the interior of Louisiana. He described his journeys through the United States and the territories of the interior as a "zigzag" from "one country to another."5 As a result, however, his nine-volume collection of the "manners and migrations" of American birds is something more than an oversized field guide to the birds. It is, instead, a fragmentary kind of panorama, unrolling the expansionist inner state of production's reproduction during the years of Jefferson's and Madison's presidencies (1801-16).
Wilson's American Ornithology was, above all, a collective commodity-a self-consciously all-American assembly and display of United States materials and productive power. As its author proclaims in the preface to his fifth volume, its "engravings are a monument to the merits of Messr's Lawson, Murray and Warnicke, the elegance of the letter press a high honor to the taste of the founders Binney and Ronaldson,... while the paper, from the manufactory of Mr. Ames, proves what American ingenuity is capable of producing when properly encouraged."6 The colors of the plates were inconsistent with this objective, however. Although all the other "materials and mechanical parts of this publication have been the production of the United States," the author was "principally indebted to Europe" for his colors-except for the "beautiful native ochres" mixed in "the laboratory of Messr's Peale and Son." However, Wilson adds, "the spirit for manufactories, every day rising around us," offers hope that American artists and authors will shortly be rendered "completely independent of all foreign aid" and enabled "to exhibit the native hues of his subjects in colors of our own, equal in brilliancy, durability and effects to any others."7
The appropriation by the United States of the continent's midsection is still popularly recounted as a historical narrative, according to which exploration of the western interior and incipient settlement (by scouts, traders, and solitary white men who fought, traded, and often intermarried with Native Americans, and only then were followed by families of homesteaders and, finally, by the institutions and artifacts of national culture: towns, laws, churches, commerce, and consumer goods.8 Wilson's Ornithology, however, makes it cear that, on the contrary, these imaginary processes were not narratively or temporally sequential but simultaneous: territorial expansion was always inseparable from the production, distribution, and marketing of consumer goods-from shoes, clothing, hats, and guns, to books, magazines, and pictures-by an American manufactory that produced not only things but also persons (including the Alexander Wilson of Peale's Exhumation of the Mastodon) as representative commodities.
There is no question that Wilson aimed to bring himself forth from obscurity, together with the birds he classified, by virtue of his enormous labor of collection and assemblage. In doing so he embraced, like Peale, a Jeffersonian plan of union through exemplary self-production or yeoman independence within the eye of the state; in the process, he also extended the federal republic with its "elevated" views (that is, disinterested, representative, virtuously synthetic) and its reproductions of production, into the interior. With his mammoth American Ornithology, Wilson took the federal roof on the road, as an exemplar of its representational principles and practices. In doing so, however, he also revealed the sharp, violent, and ragged limits of federalism's applicability-the limits, that is, of the productivist principles of American manufacturing as the frame and fabric of a universal, natural history of the world.
Wilson's Ornithology was only one of a number of enormously ambitious, expensive, multivolume publishing projects that were undertaken in Philadelphia at about the same time. In his address to the new Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 1810, Joseph Hopkinson, the son of federalist poet Francis Hopkinson, noted the remarkable growth of Philadelphia publishing since 1776. According to Hopkinson, the number of engravers in the city had increased from three to sixty since the American Revolution, owing to a remarkable boom in book-making.9 By 1810, the labor of virtually every Given its demographically elite but geographically extensive range, Wilson's Ornithology was, like Peale's museum, not only definitively Jeffersonian but also definitively federal-and federalizing. In the decades after the revolution, federalism was more fiction than fact. As Trish Loughran has argued, union was irreducibly virtual-a matter of fantasy and projection-in the founding, or federalist, period when the United States embraced a geography of communities so profoundly local and specific, so intensely diverse and disjunct, as to be actually unrepresentable.14 In several of his travel letters, Wilson describes his reception on the road, not only by the "gentlemen" to whom he displays his sample volume but also by backcountry crowds who simply stare at the stranger in their streets, as if both the Philadelphia salesman and his bird book were "a bear or a mammoth," as he put it-a singular, portable museum display: Here, where the labor of production is both "natural and spontaneous," rooted in the child's "love" for his mother, it ends in possession. Where the little boy's world of nature is "our place" and "our very own woods," ownership is presumed as a kind of natural title to animals and flowers. In the figure of the American mother, both Home and Nation are, in other words, everywherewherever specimens of natural history are to be gathered. And it is here that American Ornithology maps and records, projects and produces, a national "interior" that is, simultaneously, a continental and an emotional or feeling state. In American Ornithology, "the nest" went west Jeffersonian style: the nation is the continent-its incomprehensibly diverse "interior" is "our place"-while the imperial expansion, the sprawling migrations, and the extensions of American manufacturing are all marked as ultimately "domestic," homebound, or made in America.
The failures of American Ornithology to "fly"-the unwieldiness of the sprawling collection and its inability, in the end, to "raise" its maker into the light (of fame) he 
